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 Well, today, March 31, we are enjoying the first really nice spring day
when the doors and windows can be open to let in the fresh air.  Now to see
if we can get in some flying before the winds and rains begin.

 Next week, April 10, 11 & 12 we will be at the Weak Signals RC Club
annual Toledo R/C Expo.  Look for us at Booths 371 and 372 in Aisle L.

 We will be taking subscriptions and selling our digital magazine
collections including the latest addition to our archives, the first 10 years of
RC Modeler magazine, 109 issues covering from the first issue of October
1963 through December 1972.

 Of course we will also have our other digital collections available as
well including the complete run of Air Trails including the Air Trails annuals,
and the complete run of Model Builder magazine.  And of course our
collections of Flying Models and Model Airplane News.

 Now for a quick summary of what is included in this issue.  First off
is a short report from Paul Bradley on using 3D printing to make custom
plastic props.  An interesting use of a relatively new technology that has been
moving forward in leaps and bounds as far as capabilities are concerned.
There are reports of serious university development to 3D print a complete
functioning turbine engine.

For the Model Builder and Flyer - April 2015 Issue

 Dick Sarpolus rejoins us with his F4 PHANTOM ducted fan “Stand
Way Off” scale RC sport model.  No landing gear required.  It just slides on
the grass to take off.  Neat !

 Bob Aberle is back with his SENATOR Micro RC version of the
original Kiel Kraft kit.  A nice flier and a good looking model.  Next month
he will have another reduced size Old Timer, the SWAYBACK, originally by
Chet Lanzo but modified for Micro RC.

 How about one of those nice Megow scale rubber powered models?
This time the STUKA includeing all the rib and former templates.  We would
really like to see your photos of the completed models for publication.

 Then there is BLACK TIGER, a Curtis P-40 sort of look-alike UC
stunter by Robert Elliot that was a regular winner in the UC circle and comes
from the February 1953 issue of Air Trails.

 Don’t forget FISHFACE, a novelty free flight model by Eric Clutton
(Doctor Diesel) and originally from the December 1963 issue of Aeromod-
eller.

 Finally, we are doing a test of a possible different way to download
each issue of RCMW-FSP - See the download current issue section.

  Roland Friestad, Editor



We Get Letters
and

Misc Other Stuff

 We want to hear from our readers,
especially if you have photos, stories and hints
on building and flying that can help other
modelers just getting started.  Don’t keep it a
secret.  Remember all the builders who helped
you when you were learning and pass it on.
That’s what we’re trying to do with RCMW-
FSP.  How about giving us a hand.

 Suggestions and complaints are always
welcome too, so send us an email to ---

cardinal.eng@grics.net

 One of the big advantages of an online
magazine is that active links can be inluded so
that readers do not have to enter complicated
lists of characters manually, but just hover
over the link until it appears in the little box,
then click on the box to go to that location, or
start an email to the adress given.  Quick and
easy !

 One of the minor inconveniences of
using active links is due to the very fluid
nature of the internet.  All links are checked
out for each issue but links may change or
even disappear into a bypass on Al Gore’s
information superhighway (little humour
there).

 We check all links in each issue but
cannot be responsible for changes over which
we have no control.  If you find a link that
doesn’t work properly it really isn’t our fault,
honest.  If you find the correct link that re-
places a bad one we’d like to know.

HELP !
 We have run into a bit of a problem.  As
mentioned on pages 19 and 20 of this issue, we
are working on digitizing RC Modeler maga-
zine to go along with our other digital collec-
tions.  We have the first 10 years of issues well
underway, but....

 About 18 months ago we had 12 inches
of water in our basement office and lost,
among other things, some of our copies of RC
Modeler.

 We are looking for the January 1964
issue and all of the issues from 1973 and 1974.
If you can help us, please contact me by e-mail
at --

cardinal.eng@grics.net
 Thanks - Roland Friestad, Editor

 The two numbers in the upper right
corner of our plans represent the dimensions to
the OUTSIDE of the border when the plan is
printed at full scale.

 How to scale plans by wingspan or
wing area was discussed in the December
2014 issue.

 We have had a few questions from
subscribers who did not download issues of
our magazine and find that they are no longer
available for downloading from the website.
So to clarify our policy regarding back issues
here is the straight dope, so to speak.

 Subscribers can download the current
issue and the previous 11 issues as part of their
subscriptions.  This means that a limited num-
ber of back issues you may have missed are
available.

 As each new issue is available on line,
the monthly issue from the previous year is no
longer available for download.

 A collection of older back issues is
available for purchase at a modest cost.  See
pages 19 and 20 of this issue.

 To Subscribe to RCMW-FSP, the
model BUILDERS magazine, you can use
either PayPal or send a check or money order
for $24 payable in US dollars.

 PayPal payments are made to --

cardinal.eng@grics.net

 Send checks or money orders to --

 Roland Friestad, Editor
 RCMW-FSP
 1640 N Kellogg Street
 Galesburg, IL 61401
 USA



 Several months ago I decided to take the
plunge into the world of 3D printing.  I bought a
very low end printer.  As is typical of the low cost
3D printers on the market today it uses the Fused
Filament printing technology.  My goal for this
device it to use it as a modeling tool.

 In addition to learning how to create 3D
prints, I have also been teaching myself 3D CAD
so I can create the items I want to 3D print.  I have
reached the point of trying to 3D print small rub-
ber power props in the 6" to 8" diameter range.

 My printer can print items just over 8" in
length and width.  I can create larger props if I
print each blade individually as opposed to a sin-
gle prop unit.  For now my needs are in the 6" to
8" prop diameter range.

 After several attempts, I have been suc-
cessful in printing a 6" prop.  I used the "North
Pacific" plan form that we see on some of the

commercial plastic props.  That prop format has
been working well for me on my sheet scale repro-
duction models.

 Like many of us when using the commer-
cial plastic props, I have wanted a bit more pitch.
I have also want to play with tip washout among
other things.

 I am not sure how much "improvement” I
can get on a 6" prop intended for sport models, but
the process of trying is fun. This first prop has a
pitch of 7.2 (1.2 P/D) and helical pitch distribu-
tion.  It is interesting that we have had a recent
discussion of pitch distribution on the list.

 Right out of the printer the prop is a bit on
the rough side, an artifact of the layered 3D print-
ing process.  Fortunately, a little scraping and

sanding cleans up the 3D printed prop to something
useful.

 The weather in my area is reaching the point
where I can get out and do some flight trials.  I will
be using the Stick Up design from my web site as
the test bed.  That model has a fast climb followed
by a steep glide which is perfect for my very limited
size Free Flight field.

 Hopefully the model will be adequate to let
me see any differences between the props I create
on the 3D printer.

I have attached both raw and sanded photos of my
first 3D printed prop.

Paul Bradley



 Here’s another easy to build and fly elec-
tric foamy profile, another warbird, but this time
it’s a JET.  Fighter planes must be the most popu-
lar warbird subject for modelers.  And now that we
have easy to use and powerful electric ducted fan
(EDF) units, we can without much trouble model
the jet fighters.

 I had done a bunch of electric profile
foamy warbirds, but I wondered if today’s EDF
units would be compatible with the profile fuse-
lage layout.  I tried it, and found that simply
cutting a hole in the profile fuselage for the EDF
unit worked fine.

 I’d think it would be quite inefficient for
the airflow going into the fan and for the exhaust
blowing out of the fan, but apparently the EDF
units produce so much thrust that the planes fly
just fine anyway.  Compared to the motor and prop
we usually would use on the nose of the airframe,
the EDF-equipped planes, about the same size and
weight, fly faster and perform overall at least as
well.

And, as a side benefit, we found that on fairly
short dry grass, the EDF planes would simply slide
across the field and jump into the air.  Who needs
landing gear!

 For a new project, I looked at the McDon-
nell F-4 Phantom II.  A lot of jet fighters are
described as clean, streamlined, sleek machines
that just look like they’re going fast.  I don’t think
many would describe the F-4 this way; rather, it
would be called a flying tank, kindly, a rugged,
heavy duty fighting machine.

 The great thing about the F-4’s history is
that it was so successful!  Flown by the Navy, the
Marines, and the Air Force, it did a great job, for
a long, long time, and it was built in large num-
bers.  More than 5,000 F-4s were produced and
that is quite a record.  With so many having been
around, there are a lot of choices in color schemes,
camouflage, etc., to use in finishing your F-4.

 This model is built using sheet foam for
the profile fuselage and tail surfaces, but uses a hot
wire cut foam wing for what I think provides
better flying characteristics than a flat plate wing.

 I’ve done a bunch of warbird models using
a basic foam wing layout, with a thick symmetri-
cal airfoil and a slightly tapered planform.  The
real F-4 Phantom has a highly tapered wing, al-
most a delta wing – but I wanted to use that basic
foam wing for its known easy flying characteris-
tics, if I could make the plane still look sorta scale.

 I think it works; if this airframe looks close
enough to scale for you and you like the F-4, try
this EDF jet fighter model.  If you don’t do your
own hot wire foam cutting, The Core House has a



computerized cutting setup for my basic wing,
which they cut to a 24” length.
 You trim the cores for the proper length,
planform, and tip shape.  In the case of this F-4, I
cut the tips and glue them on at an angle to add to
the scale appearance.

 Any of the available sheet foams will
work, such as Depron, Midwest Cellfoam 88, the
blue house insulation foam, or BP Hobbies foam.
I cut the sheet foam parts out with a sharp scalpel-
type modeling knife and the aid of a metal
straightedge.

 The 1/32” plywood fuselage doublers add
a lot of strength and are needed for the EDF
mounting.  Two strips of ¼” x ½” basswood are
glued into the fuselage in addition to the plywood
doublers to stiffen the structure.  Make the EDF
cutout in the fuselage to suit the EDF unit that you
are using.
 I like the 70mm EDF unit by ELE; it
comes with the motor installed and just needs the
connectors soldered on the motor leads for use.  I
bought my EDF unit from BP Hobbies.

 After the model is finished and detailed,
the EDF unit is placed in the cutout and held in
position with a few dabs of glue from a hot glue
gun.  That holds it securely and if it needs to be
removed, a sharp modeling knife will do the job.

 I use 5 and 15 minute epoxy for most of
my building, it seems I’m usually in a hurry.
Epoxy is fine for most sheet foams, but the foam
with a thin plastic film sheeting will need a bunch
of holes punched through the skin so the epoxy
can get to the foam.  I have a friend who uses
foam-friendly CA glue, and his planes always turn
out lighter than mine.

 The wing spars are 1/8” x 3/8” basswood,
available at hobby or arts & crafts stores, epoxied
into the foam.  Before gluing the spars in place, cut
the slots in the ends of the foam panels for the
plywood joiner pieces.

 The two wing panels butt up against the
sides of the fuselage, held together with the 1/8”
plywood wing joiner going through a slot in the
fuselage, into the wing cores, between the upper
and lower spars.

 This way, the only cut needed through the
fuselage is the slot for the plywood joiner, leaving
the fuselage stronger.  Sand the foam on the wing-

tips to get a decent rounded shape; vinyl spackling
putty works well to fill in gouges and rough spots.

 The foam wing panels don’t have to be
covered for strength, but an iron-on plastic cover-
ing keeps them clean and smooth, and can be
easily painted.  The cores could also be covered
with thin balsa sheeting, using contact cement, but
I don’t find it necessary.

 I like to use the SLC covering material sold
by The Core House, it’s light, irons on pretty
easily, and accepts most types of paint.

 Hinging all the control surfaces is done in
the usual foamy manner with 2” wide clear plastic
packaging tape.  The leading edges of the ailerons,
elevator, and rudder are cut and sanded at an
angle, and the tape applied to the upper surfaces
first.  Then, with the control surfaces folded up-
ward, the tape is applied to the bottom, pushing it
into the hinge gap and sealing it to both edges.
This provides free movement and a strong, com-
pletely sealed hinge gap.



 The servos are mounted by cutting holes in
the foam so the servo is a push fit, and it is secured
in place with a dab from a hot glue gun.  In the
wing panels, I like to glue in place a piece of 1/8”
plywood, cut with a hole to accept the servo,
which is then held in place with two mounting
screws.

 Two aileron servos are used in the top
wing surfaces, to keep the bottom of the plane
clean and smooth for easy landings and ground
takeoffs.

 Slots are cut into the control surfaces for
the 1/16” plywood control horns which are epox-
ied in place.  I use .047” wire for the pushrods,
with a z-bend on one end and a DuBro Mini E/Z
Link on the other end.  Short pieces of nylon
tubing are hot glued to the fuselage sides to keep
the pushrods from flexing.

 The ESC and the receiver are mounted on
the top surfaces of the wing with hook-and-loop
tape.  The battery pack is mounted on the side of
the fuselage with hook-and-loop tape, and slots are
cut through the fuselage above and below the
battery for a hook-and-loop strap used for security.

 I paint my foamy models with water based
acrylic craft paints, available in so many colors
and at low cost at any arts & crafts store.  A low
cost foam paint brush is used, or I spray the paint
on with a small airbrush or spray gun.  With a
fairly large nozzle on the airbrush I can thin the
paint with plain water and not have any clogging
problems.

 I use a Sharpie marker pen to draw panel
lines and other scale detailing which really helps
the scale appearance.  Military insignia is avail-
able through hobby outlets in stick-on vinyl, or the
insignia can be copied onto peel-and-stick paper at
a copy shop.

 Done this way, the copy ink isn’t water-
proof, so I spray the paper copies with flat clear
polyurethane from a spray can, before sticking
them onto the airframe.   The military insignia is
definitely necessary, again for that scale appear-
ance.



Hey, this stuff is fun.
rsarpolus2@comcast.net

home.earthlink.net/~philcartier/      for the hot wire
cut foam wing panels

www.bphobbies.com        for the EDF unit and
other hardware

 With the ample EDF power, it’s easy to
hand launch this F-4, with an underhand swing
arm release.  And, on fairly short, dry grass, the
plane will easily slide across the ground and jump
into the air – without any landing gear.

 This thing is quite fast and will burn up a
lot of sky quickly, so stay alert.  It looks best when
flown as a jet fighter, with large radius, smooth
turns.  I like the low inverted passes.  It is aerobatic.
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James Polles
 At a swap meet I bought something called
a Top Flight Sierra, an rc ARF trainer from the late
80's or 90's.  The seller said the owner passed and
it was being sold for the widow to realize some
return on her late hubby's hobby.

 The model has a 60" span with a 50" long
fuselage.  The engine is an OS Max FX, which I'm
guessing is about a .40 displacement because I
cannot see any markings to indicate what it is, and
that was (is) a pretty popular size for these type
trainers.  The 'OS Max FX' is cast into the crank-
case.

 Now, the engine and airplane look like
they were never flown.  The venturi even has what
looks like a small red plastic factory cap to cover
the hole from debris.  The engine won't move an
iota, and I'm not going to force it.

 Besides fuel, which I don't have any of, is
there anything else I could put in the plug hole to
let sit and get the engine to loosen up?  3 in 1 or
Marvel Mystery oil?  WD40?  I would prefer not
to disassemble it.

Van Wilson
 Remove the engine from the model.  Then
remove any plastic like that red cap over the in-
take, the prop, etc. and the glow plug.  Install a
wood prop.

 Now, if you have a Moneykote heat gun,
hold the engine in a gloved hand.  In PA. I'm sure
that you have such.  If not, any cloth or leather pad
will do.  Then heat the engine.  The heat should
loosen the congealed oil and allow it to turn over.

 If'n ya ain't got a heat gun, you can heat it
in the ladies oven to about 200 degrees for 20
minutes or so.  Again, don't touch it with a bare
hand.

 Once it starts to turn, rotate the prop sev-
eral times and put some lube in several places such
as the glow plug hole, at the back of the prop drive
in front of the crankcase, in the exhaust and in the
intake.  Turn it over some more and it should be
fine.

 For lube, it's the old Ford - Chevy argu-
ment.  I've used marvel Mystery oil, professionally
supplied after run oil, WD-40, Sewing machine

oil, gun oil, Automotive 10W SAE oil, kerosene
and such.  But, my personal favorite is TRI-
FLOW.  It is available in gun stores, hardware
stores, etc.

 I also use it to lube all electric motors. Like
the bathroom fart fan, the table fan on my building
bench, my ceiling fans, the car heater fan motor,
etc.

Ian Mcqueen
 The suggestions are good and I would add
to the list lacquer thinner.  I have used it to free up
several engines.  But don’t use it if there are plastic
parts on the engine unless you try them first.  You
have a choice of soaking the whole engine in
thinner or running it down the venturi, plug hole,
and exhaust port(s).  Be sure to work any con-
gealed oil out of ball bearings.  After the engine
turns over freely, be sure to lubricate everything.
Probably kerosene would also work, though not as
quickly as lacquer thinner.

 I store engines after ensuring that they turn
over freely and then adding large quantities of oil
(plain SAE 10 engine oil is fine).  Engines so
treated still turn freely 15 and more years later.



Originally a rubber powered P-30 free-
flight aircraft, now reduced to 50 square inch-
es, weighing 1.72 ounces or 48.7 grams.

BACKGROUND
 My inspiration for this month design came
from the DC Maxecuters newsletter which is coor-
dinated by Pat Daily (Washington, DC area).  A
while back Pat ran several photos of a Keil Kraft
Kit design, called the SENATOR. It was part of a
series of Keil Kraft kits with names like: Gypsy,
Competitor, Ace and Achilles.

 The full size SENATOR was designed by
Albert E. Hatfull in 1950 and was intended for the
P-30 rubber free flight category.  It had a span of
a 32 inches with an estimated area of abut 80
square inches.  A copy of the original full size plan
is also included in this issue of RCMW-FSP.

 I wanted to share two photos of the origi-
nal size SENATOR aircraft that appeared in the
Maxecuters newsletter in September 2012.  These
photos were originally provided by Prof John Bird
from Australia.  Unfortunately John has since
passed away.  The SENATOR model pictured
next was built by John French.

 If I understood some of the background
info, this full size SENATOR had a total weight of
60 grams including the rubber motor.  I realize it
looks like a lot of “sticks” but I was able to sim-
plify a few items to make life easier for the scratch
builder.  Let me go on!

THE CURRENT SENATOR
 Although somewhat arbitrary, I decided to
reduce my current micro version of the SENA-
TOR to 50 square inches of wing area, with a span
of 19.5 inches. My ultimate weight, with an elec-
tric motor, battery and RC system came to 48
grams.

 If I wasn't always in a hurry, I probably
could have achieved a weight as little as 40 grams.
That extra 8 grams prompted me to go to the next
higher power level motor.  I had wanted to use a 6
MM geared motor, which can support up to a 40
gram weight, but instead I opted for the larger 7
MM motor.  The 6 MM had a power input of of
2.06 watts, while the 7 MM has a power input of
3.7 watts which is almost twice as much.

 The original model had an undercambered
airfoil which was typical for free flight models of
its day.  To keep it simple I made the airfoil with
a flat bottom.  This makes the wing easier to build
and especially easy to cover.

 The stab area is about 50% of the wing
area.  Had I used the original stab with an airfoil,
I might have placed the CG almost back by the
wing trailing edge.  But again to keep it simple, I
constructed my stab, elevators, vertical fin and
rudder all from sheet balsa.  In doing this, I had to
move the CG forward to a point 33% back from
the wing leading edge.

 Although most rubber powered planes had
long noses, to cope with the weight of the rubber
motor, I still felt I needed to lengthen the nose. I
did this because my motor and battery were so
light in weight. But all in all I maintained the
original appearance of this design.



This is what my latest version of the SENATOR
looks like, covered and ready to fly.
(insert senator-03 and 04)
 So many of my readers tell me that they
hate to cut out wing ribs. There are 16 ribs in all
on this plane. I tried initially using a wing tech-
nique where strips of balsa are bent over the spare.
The height of the spar, then determines the thick-
ness of the airfoil. The height of each spar can get
critical. Also if the wood is too soft the strips snap
or break when they are bent over the spars. The
next two photos tell the story. In the second photo
the X-Acto knife points to where the top cap strip
cracked.

 Even though you don't have to cut out ribs,
the bent rib concept can have its own problems.  I
decided to go with the conventional cut out wing
ribs.

CONSTRUCTION
 Lets get started with the wing. The next
photo shows all the parts that go into the wing
structure, prior to final assembly.

 I usually strip my spars, leading and trail-
ing edges from sheet stock, using a long metal
straight edge and a sharp X-Acto knife.  This
way I don't have to go shopping for exact sizes
of wood.  Note that the wing center section is flat.
There is only polyhedral at the wing tips.  No
wing braces were considered necessary.

 The fuselage is next. It is entirely con-
structed from medium 1/8 square balsa. That
might be a little overkill. You could get away with
3/32 inch square balsa to save a little weight. You
will notice that I make up my own assembly jig
using scrap pieces of balsa along with many push
pins. It's a lot easier than it looks.



 At this point I piled all the semi-assembled
parts on my scale. You can see the result, 17.8
grams.

 All of the tail surfaces were cut from
medium 1/16 balsa sheet.  Quite honestly I think
you might substitute a slightly harder, 1/32 sheet
to shave off a few grams.  Those sub fins on the
lower side of the stab are important.  Don't forget
them!

 One more composite photo showing the
various structural pieces, before final assembly
and covering.

 Now let me give you a few tips on joining
the two fuselage sides.  I first make up the landing
gear wire, as close as possible to the pattern shown
on the plans.  I then use the landing gear to set the
spacing between the two fuselage sides.  Whatever
width is achieved, I make it the same from about

one inch forward of the wing leading edge, to
about one edge beyond the trailing edge. Next I
use a clothespin and clip the two sides together at
the tail.

 Finally I insert the firewall, align as best I
can for a little right thrust and downthrust and
cement the firewall in place. The landing gear and
firewall use 5 minute epoxy cement. Last step is to
fill in all the remaining cross pieces, both top and
bottom.

 A pair of Bob Selman 20 mm plywood
wheels save a lot of weight.



 A piece of 1/16 inch balsa becomes the
floor for the battery cell.  The battery will be
accessed from the bottom.  The Mini-Vapor brick
sits on top of that same battery floor.  I adhered the
brick to the floor first with double sided tape
followed by an application of Permatex Clear
RTV Silicone adhesive sealant.  This adheres well
and does not corrode any electrical wiring

 Control rods are next. I use the usual Ste-
vens AeroModels yellow .073 Teflon tubing with
.025 inch diameter wire running inside the tubing.
Keep in mind that the two servos and the ESC are
built into the brick. The cable from the motor plug

into a connector on the brick.  The battery cable
that exits from the brick passes out through the
opening for the battery compartment on the bot-
tom of the fuselage.

 Next I applied my hinges for the elevators
and the rudder.  I lightly sprayed Krylon Crystal
Clear (No. 1303) along the elevator and rudder
hinge line.  This allows the DuBro electric flyer
hinge tape (No. 916)  to adhere properly to the
wood surfaces.  The two elevators were joined
with a short length of .032 diameter wire.

 With the wing attached to the fuselage for
reference purposes I next affixed the stab with
elevators and the vertical fin with the rudder to the
fuselage, aligning both surfaces with respect to the
wing.  Use 5-minute epoxy for the cement.



RC and POWER SYSTEMS
 As mentioned earlier, the final weight of
my SENATOR of 48.7 grams made it necessary to
go from a 6 MM to a 7 MM ferrite geared motor.
As you can see in the next photo, that increase in
motor size only cost me less than 1 gram).  For that
slight weight increase, my power input went from
2.0 watts up to 3.7 watts or almost doubled.  The
7 mm was the better choice.

 The Micro Vapor brick weighed 3 grams
and the single 160 mAh Li-Poly battery cell was
4.2 grams.  The total weight of the power and RC
system, with the 7 MM motor, came to 10.9 grams.
In my opinion that was a great deal!

 This next photo shows the 7 mm geared
motor attached to the 1/8 ply firewall.  Again, it
was set with a “little” right and down thrust.  The
motor has three attachment screws.  It also comes
with a prop saver adapter that uses a small rubber
band to hold the 3.2 inch diameter prop in place.
Be careful with that prop, it is expensive!

 DuBro micro control horns (No. 848) were
used for both the elevator and rudder control con-
nections.

 An upside down view of the finished SEN-
ATOR.  The wing and fuselage were covered with
Clear Film (aka Doculam).  I listed Tom Hunt's
Modelair Tech as a source.  If that doesn't work,
just Google it.  There is an outfit that handles this
product from out in Oregon.  A light mist spray
coat of Krylon Short Cuts, added just enough color
for extra in flight visibility.



 The 160 mAh Li-Poly battery cell fits in a
compartment on the lower nose of the fuselage,
directly behind the firewall.  Velcro tape was used
between the battery and the compartment floor.
Apply a little CA to the floor to help make the tape
adhere better to the balsa wood.

 Here’s a last overall shot of the model
ready for the first flight followed by me holding
the SENATOR in his basement shop to give you a
size comparison

FINAL CG COMMENTS
 I've already talked about the CG.  The 33%
back from the wing leading edge seems to have
worked fine.  I did also have to move the entire
wing aft a small amount.  The plans show the final
configuration as flown at the first flight session.

 Control throw ended up as 1/4 inch either
side of neutral for the rudder and 3/16 inch either
side for the elevator.  No expo rate control was
used.

FLYING
 With our terrible winter weather this sea-
son, flying has been a big problem.  Obviously I
couldn't fly in 40 mph winds and with snow.  But
that kind of weather prompted our local school to
cancel our indoor flying so that certain sports
activities could be performed indoors.  What I
ended up doing was to fly in an un-plowed parking
lot near my home.  I chose near sunrise when the
wind was  only 2 mph.  Not only did I not have
Tom to help me but photography would have been
impossible in the low light levels.

 That didn't stop me from making my first
few early morning flights to verify that the little
SENATOR was in deed capable of excellent flight
performance.

 Planes with lots of polyhedral tend to rock
a lot in flight.  Not so with the SENATOR.  It was
smooth at all speeds up to full throttle.  So my CG
position, motor thrust, incidence angle all worked
to produce a perfectly flying micro aircraft with no
bad tendencies.  Even the landings were slow and
steady, with no tendency to stall.  A total winner!
 Later on I had a chance to get a few flight
photos in a local school gym which are shown
below.



SUMMARY
 Once again I have a benchmark for you
micro flying enthusiasts.  The specified 7 mm
geared motor was more than capable of flying a 48
gram aircraft.  I would guess that I could go to a
240 mAh battery cell, which would bring the total
weight up to 52 grams and it would still fly well.
So that's about a 2 ounce airplane.  Once again I've
proved that these little power systems, with micro
brick radio systems, are capable of flying many
small rubber powered free models, be they scale
or the sport variety.

 I wanted to mention one last thing on the
subject of the SENATOR.  I learned just the other

day from my Canadian friend, Chris Moes, that
the UK publication, Aeromodeller published last
year a rubber powered free flight version of the
SENATOR with a 16 inch wing span.  That's
pretty close to my 19.5 inch span.  But also of
interest is that a kit is being offered for this smaller
version.  Of course you would have to figure out
how to install the electric motor and RC system.
Considering the smaller size, it is possible that he
6 MM geared motor might work for this applica-
tion.  This is the website that mentions this 16 inch
span version and the kit availability.

http://adhpublishing.com/shop/store/products/sen
ator-16-plan446/

 If you should build this version and con-
vert it to e-power and RC we would love to hear
from you.  Next month I will have a reduced size
old timer surprise for you.
 Bob Aberle
 baberle@optonline.net

SPECIFICATIONS
Model: Keil Kraft  ”SENATOR”
Designed by Albert E. Hatfull in 1950 as a Keil
Kraft kit.  The original was intended for the P-30
rubber powered free flight category.

Reduced in size and converted to RC and electric
power by Bob Aberle 2015

Type: A micro Indoor/Outdoor Electric Powered
RC sport design
Wingspan: 19.5 inches
Wing Area: 50.5 square inches
Length: 15 inches
Weight: 1.72 ounces (48.7 grams)
Wing Loading 4.9 oz/sq.ft.

RC GEAR USED
Horizon/Spektrum DX-7 transmitter 2.4 GHz
spread spectrum, Spektrum Mini-Vapor brick
which includes two servos (rudder and elevator),
plus a brushed motor ESC

POWER SYSTEM USED
Bob Selman Micro RC LLC - 7 mm brushed
motor geared 4/1 ), 3.2 inch diameter prop and a
single cell 160 mAh Li-Poly battery pack.

POWER SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Prop: 3.2 inch diameter
Motor current: 980 mA (0.98 amps)
Voltage: 3.80 volts (under load)
Power Input: 3.7 watts
Battery Loading: 6.1C
Power Loading: 34.2 watts/pound
Flight Time: 11 minutes

MANUACTURER SOURCE REFERENCES
Bob Selman Micro RC - 7 mm brushed motor with
4/1 gearing, 3.2 inch dia. prop, single 160 mAh
Li-Poly battery cell and pair of 20 mm diameter
plywood micro wheels  www.bsdmicrorc.com

BP Hobbies  (CA cement, 5 minute epoxy cement
and CA accelerator -- www.bphobbies.com)

DuBro ---  (micro control horns and electric flyer
hinge tape -- www.dubro.com)

Horizon Hobby (Spektrum DX7 transmitter and a
Mini-Vapor brick -- www.horizonhobby.com

Krylon Products Group Inc.(Crystal Clear Acrylic
Coating #1303 and Short Cuts Spray paint - Glow
Orange -- www.krylon.com

Modelair Tech -- ClearFilm COV-001 covering
material for the wing (also known as Doculam)
Check with -- tomhunt@optonline.net
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 Before Ambroid glue, you patched the
birch bark or canvas on your canoe with spruce
gum.  It was an art and an ordeal.  You gathered
dried knots of pitch from spruce or pine trees.

 These were nurtured with patience from
the trees by creating gumming notches. You har-
vested the knots and took them on trip with you.
When you sprung a leak you started up a fire and
rendered them with fat. The gum was applied
while still hot. And if you didn't get your mix just
right!

 In 1900 the canvas canoe was on the cusp
of revolutionizing canoeing and launching the
canoe-building industry.  Charles Seavern, presi-
dent of Howe & French, Inc. a Boston chemical
company, was an ardent trout fisherman and ca-
noeist.  He was more than familiar with the time-
consuming, messy gumming process from his
Maine fishing trips in birch bark canoes.

 Howe & French processed used tortoise-
shell glasses to recover camphor. The leftover
celluloid was burned.  Celluloid had made its
debut as the first  plastic.  It was little more than
cellulose, obtained from plants such as cotton, and
camphor, the plasticizer.

 As plastic was waterproof, it occurred to
Seavern that a replacement for gum could be made
from this waste.  No more pitch gathering.  No
more fires.  No more rendering.  Just open a tin can
and apply.  It might have some color problems but
the bottom of a birchbark canoe was not a design-
er's paradise.  And since his company had waste
celluloid to burn, the price of the raw material
couldn't be beat.

 With testing, Seavern found that his glue
exceeded his original hopes as an adhesive, not
only for birch bark, but the new canvas canoes as
well. It was fast-drying, flexible, strong and above
all, waterproof — as the packaging would later
boast.  Two words, amber (its color) and celluloid
were combined to create the brand name Ambroid.

 The liquid plastic was sold in small, round
tins to sporting-goods outlets and in larger one-
gallon cans to canoe-repair shops.  Old Town
Canoe Company became one of the first custom-
ers of the Ambroid Company, apparently even for
a time, providing a tube  with each canvas canoe
sold.  Old Town still sells Ambroid in its
Wood/Canvas Repair Kit.

 Hudson's Bay Company became another
early customer, selling large quantities across
Canada through its posts and inland stores to hunt-
ers, trappers, surveyors, prospectors and natives.
Ambroid is still sold by the successor, The North
West Company, which operates the inland stores.

 Old-time builders swear by the stuff for
patching canvas. "I had an old canoe come into my
shop with a complete double bottom of canvas
glued on with Ambroid," says Rollin Thurlow, of
Northwoods Canoe Co. in Maine.

 Northern Ontario-based Camp Keeway-
din, founded in 1894, is the world's oldest canoe-
trip operator.  As one of the few institutions still
running whitewater in wood-canvas canoes, its
six-week trips into remote areas carry a pound and
a half of Ambroid.  As you can imagine, the staff
are adept at handed-down, backwoods, canvas-
repair tricks like double-patching and burning on
a patch, all with Ambroid.

 The reconstituted tortoise-shell glasses did
not immediately go into lead tubes because the
lead caused the cement to gel.  Citric acid was
eventually added as a preventive.  With the adop-
tion of the tube, it replaced tin cans on canoe trips.
Old-timers have told the Ambroid Company that
it lasts for decades in the tubes.  Today, lead tubes
have been replaced for safety and health reasons
by annealed-aluminum tubes.

 Old-timer's Tip: Makes a great fire starter
on wet days.

 The original Ambroid, marketed as Origi-
nal Liquid Cement, is still popular with hobbyists
who use it on wood models because it bonds so
well to porous materials.  It has been widely avail-
able at hobby shops but sales of Ambroid to ca-
noeists have fallen with the decline in
wood-canvas canoe use over the past three de-
cades.

 Because the glue is made in batches in-
stead of on a continuous production line, availabil-
ity has become kind of variable.  So if you find a
hobby shop or other source that has it, buy what
you need because you may not always be able to
find it for sale.
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 I’m sorry it didn’t get a picture when that
red and white tow plane pulled the Thermic
Trooper up.  The aerotow was very nice indeed.
Sometimes the glider pilot got a bit high which
had a tendency to pull the tail of the towplane up.
But the twin rudder approach for the tow plane
seemed to make a lot of sense.  Who knows,
maybe we can get an electric tug and do a big
glider aerotow at the SAM Champs.  A guy needs
some grins after all, doesn’t he?  My Telemaster
probably has enough grunt to do the trick.

 Above is a shot of  several of Andy
Burton’s “fleet” shown recently at a sod farm at
which he flies -

 Below is Bruce Harrington’s Guillows
ARROW scratch built from plans - Originally a
rubber model but Bruce modified it to electric
power using a Rimfire 300 and 3 channel RC -
Looks like it should be a good performer.

 Andy Burston, one of  our subscribers
from “down under” sends us these photos of two
of his models build from Tom Binkley designs
that appeared in previous issues of RCMW-FSP -
Above is Binkley’s PRIMARY GLIDER modi-
fied for electric powered RC - Below is Tom’s
SMALL E -

 I didn’t see this one fly.  Maybe 20 years
go at Taft, I saw two of them in flight—built by
Skip Ruff (a Taft resident) and one of his friends.
Their models were glow powered. This one of
course is electic.

 Below are a couple of photos by Mike
Myers from the Tony Naccarato Fun Fly at the
Sepulveda Basin on March 29 - How’s that for
hot news ?



 The Black Tiger is the result of ideas and
inspiration from my trip to the '51 Nationals in
Dallas, Texas.

 For two seasons I had done very well in
competition throughout the Southeast with a
smaller ship powered with a Veco .29, but placed
third in Dallas.  I realized that any stunt man who
is out to do his best must have an airplane to match
his competition, and took note of the trend of stunt
ships flown by the winners.

 George Aldrich and Don Still were most
helpful. I found them not only fine stunters but
fine fellows personally. George advised me to use
a larger ship with smoother flying characteristics.

 His suggestion started my search for just
such a ship.  It would have to be one with clean
lines and realistic proportions.  It would have to
have that "second look" appeal!

 On my drawing board the Tiger took
shape.  Simple in design, simple in construction,
with a box-type fuselage that a novice as well as
an expert would have little trouble building into a
good-looking, smooth-flying airplane.

 During the winter of '51-'52, construction
started on this semi-scale stunt ship resembling the
P-40 Warhawk.  In May '52 it was completed.

During the season that followed it was given full
appearance points in all meets in the Southeast.

 A sister ship built and flown by Harris
Grimes (1951 National Junior Champ) in the '52
Plymouth Internationals in Detroit also gained full
appearance points.



 The Black Tiger has an overall length of 30
inches, weighs approximately 32 ounces and has a
wingspan of 45-1/2 inches with approximately
448 square inches of wing area, including flaps.

 Start the fuselage assembly by gluing the
1/16" plywood doublers to the 1/8" sheet sides in
their correct positions.  Motor mounts are then
glued in place on the 1/8" sheet sides, inside the
slot of the 1/16" plywood.  The firewall and land-
ing gear are glued into position with the gear
attached.

 The sheet sides are then glued at the rear to
a 1/8 x 3/16 x 1-1/2 inch tail piece and bulkhead
assembly.  Glue the tailwheel into position and

plank the bottom with 1/8" sheet up to the landing
gear.  Place tank in position and add 1/16" sheet
baffle.  The remainder of the bottom can now be
planked with 1/16" sheet balsa.

 Wing construction is fairly simple.  The
inside wing is 1-1/4" longer than the outer panel
with 2-1/2" rib spacing.  (1/16" ribs are used with
3/16" cap strips.)  Note that the rib nearest the
bellcrank on the inside panel is made from 1/8"
sheet and note also that the wing spars are not
spliced in the center.  Splicing is alternated to
distribute equally the weak spots.

 The leading and trailing edges are made
from 1/4" square.  The remaining spars are of
3/16" square. Splice all spars and leading edges
and mark for rib spacing.  Build wing flat on work
table.

 Glue ribs into position on one of the 3/16"
spars.  Add the other spar and check alignment of
ribs.  Glue leading and trailing edges into position,
also checking alignment.  The trailing edge is then
beveled and the 1"xl/16" sheet balsa is glued into
position.

 Glue bellcrank floor into position and add
bellcrank and lead-out wires. Plank leading edge
and center section.

 Glue wing tips into position and sand wing
until smooth.  (Note: The flap horn must be placed
into the fuselage before wing is inserted.)  The
flaps are of solid 1/4" sheet, tapered and sanded.
These are attached after the installation of the wing.

 The rudder, stabilizer and elevators are
made from 3/8" sheet balsa.  The rudder and
elevator are left solid.  The stabilizer is sanded to
the correct airfoil and cut as shown.  1/16" ribs are

added and sanded to shape.  The elevator is ta-
pered in the usual manner, sanded well, and at-
tached to the stabilizer with cloth hinges of aircraft
tape.
 The rudder is sanded into a lifting section
with the camber on the inside of the circle.  The
complete rudder and fin unit can also be offset two
or three degrees to keep lines taut at all times.

 After wing is installed, add stabilizer, not-
ing that the stabilizer attaches to a 1/4" tail raiser
block.  Check stabilizer for correct alignment with
the thrust line.  Hook up controls in the correct
holes on the bellcrank and control horns.

 The turtle back is now planked up to the
rear of the cockpit.  The complete outline of the
rear windows is cut out.  From 1/2" sheet carve the
inside window walls to a concave shape.

 Glue to these walls pieces of celluloid
which will cover the complete outline of the rear
windows.  (Note: The window walls must be
painted before they are placed in position.)

 A temporary hole must be cut into the rear
former of the cockpit for easy installation of the
walls. Window frames are added after the walls
are installed.

 The engine nut plates are attached and
covered by a 1/4" spinner block.  The .top deck is
of 1/2" sheet sanded to the correct shape.  Use a
1-3/4" Froom needlenose spinner with the point
rounded off.

 The cowl is carved from solid block or
built up from solid sheets and hollowed.  It has a
1/32" plywood rear and 1/16" plywood front
added for strength.



 The wing fillets are built from a 1/8" sheet
former and covered with 1/32" sheet balsa.  (Note:
The wing fillets are NOT in line with the thrust
line.) They follow closely the camber line of the
top of the wing, giving a more realistic effect
without any noticeable flight changes.

 Bend 1/16" diameter piano wire to shape
for front cockpit frame.  The outside cockpit
framework is cut from .020 sheet aluminum and
bent to fit over cockpit.

 Let's put a good finish on your ship.  What-
ever type of dope you decide to use, make it the
same from the wood to the final finish, and make
sure the dope is thin enough!  Thin dope reduces
the brush marks to a minimum.

 Give the entire model two coats of clear
dope.  Let dry thoroughly and sand with #320
sandpaper.  Cover the wings and tail surface with
medium grade paper.  Paint on 4 to 6 coats of clear
dope.  Sand lightly with #400 sandpaper after each
coat.  Now cover remainder of model with light
paper and apply two or three coats of clear dope.
Let dry and sand lightly.

 For sanding sealer I used a 50-50 mixture
of Johnson's Baby Powder and clear dope mixed
well with two or three drops of castor oil.  After
mixing well, apply four coats of this sanding seal-
er, allowing time for each coat to dry thoroughly,
then sand with #320 sandpaper.

 If grain of wood is still visible, apply 2
more coats, let dry and sand again.  Now apply 4
to 5 thin coats of clear dope, sanding lightly be-
tween coats with #400 sandpaper.  If possible
spray the final finish.

 The original ship is painted light blue on
the bottom and black on top.  Three or four coats
of the color dope are sprayed on for glossy finish.
To get the "mirror" finish, rub the entire model
with Martin-Senour Speedy Rubbing Compound.
(IMPORTANT! All rubbing strokes must be for-
ward and backward strokes to avoid bad scratches
on the finish.)  Now hand-rub the entire model
with a DuPont #7 polish and finally, a thick coat
of a good grade of auto wax.

 The decals are made from Trim-Film.  The
Tiger's mouth is not hard to freehand.  A little
practice, however, is recommended!  The lips are
red, teeth white, and inside the mouth is orange.

 Finally, check the ship for balance.  This is
very important!

 Any good .29 or .35 engine will give the
Tiger plenty of power.  If you use a .35 I recom-
mend 65 ft. lines, otherwise 60 ft. lines will do the
job.  With a .35 up front you'll have power to burn!

Bob Elliott's Bill of Materials - Black Tiger
(Balsa unless otherwise specified)

10 pcs. 1/16"x3"x36", ribs, wings, fuselage,
planking, caps, strips.
4 pcs. 18"x3"x36", fuselage, formers, wing tips,
fuselage bottom.
1 pc. 1/4"x3"x36", flaps. tail raiser block, spinner
block.
1 pc. 1/32"x2"x36", wing fillets.
2 pcs. 3/4"x3"x36", stabilizer, elevator, rudder,
window walls.
2 pcs. 1/4"x14"x36", wing L.E. and T.E.

2 pcs. 3/16"x3/16"x36", wing spars, bellcrank
floor mount, fuselage backbone.
2 pcs. 1/2"x%"x718" hardwood, motor mounts.
1 sheet 1 yx6"x12" plywood, firewall, 1.g. former,
bellcrank floor, cockpit former.
1 sheet 1/16"x6"x12" plywood, fuselage doublers,
cowl front.
1 pc. 1/32"x212"x 3" plywood, cowl rear.
1 pc. 1/2"x21Yx10", fuselage top deck.
1 pc. 21/4"x212"x23/4", cowl.
Scrap blocks for fuselage bottom, cowl, stabilizer,
fillets, aerial, and cockpit details.
9" 1/16" dia. piano wire, tail wheel gear, canopy
frame.
48" 3/32" dia. piano wire, pushrods, landing gear.
1 pc. .020"x21/2"x 412" sheet aluminum, canopy.
1 Veco or similar L.G. clamp,
2 "J" bolts, landing gear attachments.
1 sheet .020 celluloid, cockpit front, canopy, rear
windows.
1 wedge or square tank.
1 1% "Froom" needle nose spinner.
1 pr. 2-1/2" Banner plastic wheels.
1 7/8" Veco tail wheel.
1 roll electrician's tape, L.G. detail.
12" black neoprene tubing, landing gear detail.
1 large Veco or similar bellcrank.
2 large Veco or similar control horns.
Aircraft tape for hinge material; flexible lead-out
wire; 3/32" brass tubing for lead-out guides.
Johnson's Baby Powder for sanding sealer.
Black, light-blue (Cessna gray), silver, clear, fuel-
proof dope.
Dark blue, white, medium yellow, Trim-Film de-
cals.
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 You'll have to kipper look-out with
this—it's liable to bloater pieces.  We had-
dock-ase recently; Sam was finishing the
model and Kate, who'd been herring about it,
was angling to join us.

 Joe and I had been whiting on the field
for hours when Joe said "Look, here comes
salmon his pike."

 A few minutes later we heard a ting-
aling and Sam's bass voice called "Hi" from
behind.  He was perch-ed on a sadly cockled
bicycle.

 "Roe-d into the ditch" he said
"Couldn't get the bligh-trout.  Got the wh-eel
hooked. Some old gaff-er helped—he was
p-halibut more prawn than brain. We bent a
gudgeon.  Still, the model's O.K.".

 He winkled it out of his box ; Kate
mussell-ed forward, reeled, and stepped on
the tail.

 Sam (no gentile-man) said "O.K., do-
phin-ished?" and cl-octopus.  She looked
dace'd, but, pouting, whale-d "Keep your
dabs to yourself—you ought to be cod-ling
me, not striking me on porpoise."

 "Sorry," said Sam. "Let's try this new
cement, it-sardine in a minn-ow, wader sec-
ond."

 As he spoke a gust blew the model
against his bike, which fell on it and smashed
it to pieces. We were snoek-ered, and the net
result was we'd had our chips and went home
crabbed.

 A bit of history is in order here.  FSP
(Full Size Plans) printed old classic plans
from back issue model magazines and mailed
them to subscribers, but generally didn’t print
the construction articles along with the plans.

 With the ability to easily download
larger files, providing both the plans and con-
struction details with photos has become
much more practical.  As an example, the
BLACK TIGER plan in this issue was origi-
nally published in Air Trails and reprinted in
the second issue of FSP about 5 years ago but
without the construction article.

 We have combined the two here and
will do that for selected plans and articles on
occasion so that those wanting to build some
of these old classics have enough information
to do so.

 Along the same line, if you have a
fondly remembered model that you built years
ago and would like to revisit, drop us an email
and we’ll try to dig it up and reprint it.

 RCMW-FSP has been rapidly gaining
subscribers and now is probably a good time
to let the newcomers know about the meaning
of the two numbers shown in the upper right
corner of our full size plans.

 Many old plans and most of those by
our friendly competitors use a “Scale Bar”
typically about 6 inches long somewhere on
the plan  A slight error in this Scale Bar can
cause a much larger error in the full size plan.
To reduce this error we add a border and the
two dimensions to our plans.

 The numbers are the height and length
of the plan to the OUTSIDE of the border
when the plan is printed at 100% or full size.

 So take your tape measure along to
your copy shop or office supplies store such
as Staples, and measure to insure that the
dimensions are correct.  Just ask the operator
to print whatever page you wish at a setting of
100%.

 Most large printer/plotters are pretty
accurate but the typical guarantee from the
manufacturer is that dimensions are within
one half of one percent of full scale.  So on a
48 inch wide plan the measured dimensions
could be off by 1/4 inch and still be within the
manufacturers specifications.  In my experi-
ence the copies are usually much closer than
that to the dimensions shown.
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 Watch for another column by Pat Tri-
tle in our May issue.  Pat has agreed to be-
come a regular contributor to RCMW-FSP
and we welcome him aboard (or aloft, per-
haps).

 His regular column, TALKING
SMALL, is scheduled for every other month.
Maybe we can even convince him to favor us
with another of his scale designs.

 Come to the Weak Signals Toledo
R/C Expo, held this year April 10, 11 and 12
at the usual location, the Seagate Center in
downtown Toledo.

 RCMW-FSP will be there at our usual
stand with a slight difference.  This year we
will have a larger booth and Bob Edelstein
will be there with his collection of engines
and other hard to find model “stuff” for sale.

 We will also have lots of engines and
hobby supplies from the Dave Shipton mu-
seum and hobby shop.  Lots of bargains.

 We will have our usual offerings of
digital collections of Air Trails, Model Air-
plane News, Flying Models and Model
Builder magazines.

 But this year we will also have the
first 10 years of RC Modeler magazine avail-
able on USB drives.

 If you’ve always wanted any of these
collections or if the “Boss” is asking you
when you are going to get rid of those piles
of smelly old model airplane magazines, now
is the time to get our digital collections.

 We even have had quite a few cases
of wives or girlfriends buying our digital col-
lections as Christmas, or birthday gifts.
 Hint-Hint.

 The original SWAYBACK design by
Chet Lanzo was published in the May 1947
issue of Air Trails magazine and was reprinted
in the January 2015 issue of RCMW-FSP
along with the original construction article.

 Our regular contributor, Bob Aberle
thought this would make a nice model reduced
in size and converted to electric power and
using miniature RC equipment.

 Here’s a photo of the results -- Watch
for the construction article and plans in our
May issue.

 Just as this month’s Megow STUKA
scale rubber model is a page from history, next
month we’ll have another “oldie but goodie”.

 This time it will be the Joe Ott 27”
KINGFISHER rubber scale job.  I’m sure you
older guys like me remember the OTTO FOR-
MER kits of the 1940’s and 1950’s.  Well
here’s your chance to reminisce and maybe
finally build one.  But use balsa instead of the
WWII fiberboard components.  The plan in-
cludes all the parts and even the printed insig-
nia sheet in color.

 Plan restoration was by Mark Venter in
New Zealand



AEROMODELLER DECEMBER 1952
USED WITH PERMISSION

Old Model Airplane
Magazines

 If you're like me, you enjoy paging through model
airplane magazines and plans, sometimes to find a project to
build, to  research a particular aircraft, or to just spend some
pleasant time away from the daily grind.

 If you like to build models, the magazines of today don't
offer much since they are primarily expensive catalogs of ready-
to-fly models.  There's nothing wrong with RTF or ARF models
but they don't offer much to interest model BUILDERS.

 That's NOT the way it was in the past, when you had to
build a model before you could fly it.  If you're an old-timer, as I
am, you have fond memories of Air Trails, Flying Models,
Model Airplane News, Aeromodeller and many of the several
other magazines available "way back when".

 If you're a relative newcomer to modeling and want to
learn how to build them, those old magazines can provide a
wealth of useful information, plans and how-to-do-it articles.

 There are several problems with those old magazines.
They are sometimes hard to find, often in bad condition, and in
many cases they are so fragile that they can fall apart just by
turning the pages.  This is because they were often printed on
pulp paper, also known as newsprint.  Newsprint is inexpensive,
but has residual chemicals that cause it to deteriorate when
exposed to the air and particularly to sunlight.  Your wife or
"significant other" might also ask "When are you going to get rid
of all those smelly old magazines?"

 I admit to being a bit of a "nut case" but have been
collecting these magazine for over 50 years and now I am trying
to digitize them to preserve them for other modelers.  They are
now available as digital PDF files.  See the details on the next
page.
 Keep 'em Flying - Roland Friestad



All prices include postage worldwide

Send payment using Paypal to
cardinal.eng@grics.net

Or check or money order to
Roland Friestad

1640 N Kellogg Street
Galesburg, Illinois 61401

USA

Makes a Great Gift for Modelers
Circle your interests and give this

sheet to someone who has a hard time
finding you a gift

We have switched to
USB Memory Cards
Much More Reliable

AIR TRAILS - This magazine went under several names. The final issue
was published in March of 1975.  There are 435 monthly issues included
in the complete set and priced as follows ---
D001010 - January 1937 through December 1943 - 84 issues - $50
D001011 - January 1944 through December 1950 - 84 issues - $50
D001012 - January 1951 through December 1961 - 132 issues - $50
D001013 - January 1962 through December 1971 - 96 issues - $50
D001014 - January 1972 through March 1975 - 39 issues - $25
AIR TRAILS ANNUALS -
D001009 - 1938 through 1969 - All 25 issues - $30

D001015 - SPECIAL - Complete set including the annuals -  $200

NEW - Now available is a digital collection
of the first 10 years of RC Modeler magazine,
starting with the first issue published in October
of 1963 through the issue of December 1972 - 109
issues in all on a single USB drive card. -

$50 - Postage paid world wide

MODEL BUILDER - This magazine ran from the first issue of Septem-
ber~October 1971 through the final issue dated October, 1996 -

D001001 - The complete run - 295 issues - $75

MODEL AIRPLANE NEWS - The first issue of this magazine was
published in July of 1929 and it is still in publication.  We have the
following collections currently available ---

D001002 - July 1929 through December 1942 - 161 issues - $50

D001004 - January 1943 through December 1952 - 120 issues - $50

FLYING MODELS - The first issue of this magazine to use the name
was published in June of 1947 and it is still in publication.  We have the
following collections currently available ---

D000013 - June 1947 through December 1963 - 123 issues - $50

 Currently being digitized are complete runs of RC MODELER
and AEROMODELLER.  RC Modeler is coming along and is scheduled
to be done by March 2015 - Aeromodeller should be completed by the end
of 2015 - Prices have not been set yet -

 The digitizing of several other magazines will follow including
MODEL CRAFTSMAN, FLYING ACES, POPULAR AVIATION,
MODEL AIRCRAFT (British) and others.  This is a long term project.
Many thousands of hours and dollars are represented in these collections.

November 30, 2014 - Prices & Specifications subject to change without notice

RC MICRO FLIGHT & RC MICRO WORLD - The complete run of
RC Micro Flight, 1999 through 2004 and all issues of RC Micro World,
2005 through 2012 are available - D001016 - $30
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